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S m a r t  C i t i e S

iSO-Standardized Smart 
City Platform architecture 
and Dashboard

A ccording to a United Nations 
report, 54 percent of the world’s 
population lives in urban areas; 
by 2050, it could be 66 per-
cent.1 Managing urban areas 

is thus becoming one of the most important 
development challenges of the 21st century. 
Furthermore, forecasters predict there will be 

approximately 30 billion con-
nected things by 2020.2 These 
connected things (sensing 
devices) might include wear-
able sensors; smartphones; 
sensor-embedded gaming sys-
tems, such as music players; 
and in-vehicle sensor devices. 
Users carrying mobile sens-

ing devices are becoming the source of a vast 
amount of varied data. At the same time, inher-
ent user movement and ubiquitous connectivity 
are creating opportunities for dense spatial and 
temporal sensing.

Connecting devices thus has the potential to 
provide data that, after processing, could offer 
information and communications technology 
(ICT) solutions in the form of dashboards for 
managing urban areas. (For an overview of the 
state of the art in ICT platforms, see the side-
bar.) The smart city concept aims to integrate 
traditional and modern ICT communication in-
frastructure (such as transportation and energy 
infrastructures) with the social infrastructure 

(intellectual and social capital) and online social 
networks to ensure sustainable economic devel-
opment and a high quality of life. The concept 
includes smart urbanization,3 smart energy con-
sumption,4 and smart usage of big urban data 
computing.5,6 For example, researchers have de-
signed an urban Internet of Things (IoT) system 
that supports the smart city vision by exploiting 
advanced communication technologies to pro-
vide added-value services for municipal admin-
istrators and citizens.7

However, a small set of smart applications for 
finding information using available municipal-
ity online data does not make a city “smart.” 
Moreover, even when citizens owning IoT de-
vices share or publish IoT data as reports, or as 
streams8 that have been analyzed with continu-
ous semantic mechanisms,9 it’s still difficult to 
claim the city is a smart one. Indeed, more com-
prehensive city factors should be considered and 
improved, such as city governance,10 environ-
mental issues,11 and the role of the citizens,12 and 
we need metrics of urban smartness and a shared 
definition of what constitutes a smart city.13

In May 2014, the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization published the first in-
ternational standard on city data, ISO 37120, 
which includes 100 indicators for city services 
and quality of life.14 The standard was devel-
oped using the framework of the Global City 
Indicators Facility, which has been extensively 
tested by more than 250 cities worldwide.  

The proposed platform, guided by the ISO 37120 standard for city 
services and quality of life, aims to acquire and process data from 
heterogeneous sensors and sources, implemented on the cloud. A 
prototype application was developed for the city of Skopje, Macedonia.

Smart CitieS

Vladimir Zdraveski, Kostadin 
Mishev, Dimitar Trajanov, and 
Ljupco Kocarev
Saints Cyril and Methodius 
University of Skopje
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H ere, we provide a brief overview of the state of the art in 

developing information and communications technology 

(ICT) platforms.

Platforms
ThingSpeak is an open cloud platform (available on GitHub) that 

enables connections between things and people (https://thing-

speak.com). Its features include real-time data collection and stor-

age, Matlab analytics and visualizations, alerts, scheduling, device 

communication, an open API, and geolocation data. 

ThingWorx (www.thingworx.com) is a software development 

platform that combines the key functionality of Web 2.0 with 

search and social collaboration functionalities to build innovative 

applications that connect, store, and relate the activities and data 

from people, systems, and things, including connected machines, 

devices, sensors, and equipment.

NIMBITS (www.nimbits.com/index.jsp) is an open source plat-

form for the Internet of Things (IoT) for connecting people, sen-

sors, and devices on the cloud. It is software on a distributed 

cloud that can record and process time series data.

EVRYTHNG (https://evrythng.com) manages billions of intel-

ligent IoT identities for your products in the cloud, giving each 

one a persistent, addressable web presence.

Paraimpu (www.paraimpu.com) is a social tool that aims to let 

people connect, compose, and share things, services, and de-

vices to create personalized IoT applications.

SensorCloud (www.sensorcloud.com) is a sensor data storage, 

visualization, and remote management platform that leverages 

powerful cloud computing technologies to provide excellent 

data scalability, rapid graphing, and online analytics.

Arkessa (www.arkessa.com) enables organizations to monitor, 

manage, and control remote devices and facilities. It offers a se-

cure and reliable wireless cellular communications system.

The Axeda (www.ptc.com/axeda) platform is a cloud platform 

to build and deploy enterprise applications, both wired and wire-

lessly. It enables the creation of business logic without program-

ming and supports cellular, satellite, and Internet communication 

optimized for minimum transmission costs.

Xively (https://xively.com) offers a platform as a service that 

lets IoT devices connect to the cloud. It simplifies building and 

running a connected business.

Initiatives
There are many initiatives and organizations that aim to improve 

the city benchmarking and planning. The Centre for Advanced 

Spatial Analysis (www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/casa) is one of the lead-

ing forces in the science of cities. CASA is focused on generating 

new knowledge and insights for use in city planning and ideas in 

computer-based visualization and modeling.

The Senseable City Laboratory at MIT (http://senseable.mit.

edu) develops and deploys tools to learn about cities and keep in 

step with industry partners as well as metropolitan governments, 

individual citizens, and disadvantaged communities.

QUT Urban Informatics (www.urbaninformatics.net) prefers the 

“people-first” approach and tends to merge the physical and digital 

layers of people networks and urban infrastructures by targeting across 

sociocultural, economic, ecological, and technological spheres.

The National Centre for Geocomputation in Ireland (www.may-

noothuniversity.ie/national-centre-geocomputation-ncg) research 

focuses on the capture, storage, analysis, and visualization of spatial 

data and also works with secondary data sources—for example, 

analyzing crime patterns, house prices, and health data.

Dashboards
There are many existing dashboards for cities in the UK, includ-

ing for Birmingham, Brighton, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, 

London, and Manchester (http://citydashboard.org/choose.php). 

There are also dashboards in other places around the world, such 

as in Dublin (www.dublindashboard.ie),1 Amsterdam (http:// 

citydashboard.org/amsterdam), and Chicago (www.cityofchicago.

org/city/en/depts/cdot/dataset/cdot_performancemanagement-

dashboard.html). A more comprehensive overview of the bench-

marking and dashboard initiatives employed by various cities appears 

elsewhere,2 as does an analysis of how big data directly affects cities.3

Our Novel Platform
The aforementioned smart dashboards and platforms offer user 

friendly user interfaces and accurate data, but they’re not based 

on an international standard, and they lack different viewpoints 

(temporal, spatial, and so on) for different types of users. To solve 

those shortcomings, we developed an ICT platform architecture 

based on the ISO 37120 standard that offers full data integration 

of various sensor networks, social networks, news, blogs, and other 

data sources to create a context-aware and energy-efficient IoT/

big data/cloud platform. The platform architecture concept allows 

coordinated, holistic, and improved city planning and forecasting; 

real-time reporting on infrastructure conditions, predicting and 

preventing problems, and deploying resources more efficiently; 

and two-way communications between government and people 

and effective citizen engagement by contributing to and access-

ing real-time city data.

REfERENCES

 1. G. McArdle and R. Kitchin, “The Dublin Dashboard: Design and 
Development of a Real-Time Analytical Urban Dashboard,” ISPRS Ann. 
Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, vol. 
4, no. 1, 2016, pp. 19–25.

 2. R. Kitchin, T.P. Lauriault, and G. McArdle, “Knowing and Governing Cit-
ies through Urban Indicators, City Benchmarking and Real-Time Dash-
boards,” Regional Studies, Regional Science, vol. 2, no. 1, 2015, pp. 6–28.
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This is a demand-led standard, driven 
and created by cities, for cities. It de-
fines and establishes definitions and 
methodologies for a set of indicators 
to steer and measure the performance 
of city services and quality of life. The 
ISO 37120 indicators (also referred to 
as ISO4City indicators) are categorized 
under 17 themes related to city services 
and quality of life: economy, educa-
tion, energy, environment, finance, fire 
and emergency response, governance, 
health, recreation, safety, shelter, solid 
waste, telecommunication and innova-
tion, transportation, urban planning, 
wastewater, and water and sanitation. 

The indicators reflect quantitative data 
and measure a city’s social, economic, 
and environmental performances, but 
we refer to them as “low-resolution” 
indicators, because they’re static or 
slow changing (annual, quarterly, or 
monthly) quantities that merely show 
the city’s average performance. 

Here, we develop a concept for a plat-
form that complements such indica-
tors with “high-resolution” indicators, 
which can provide real-time temporal, 
spatial, and personalized input. Fur-
thermore, our platform aims to provide 
methods for observing and measuring 
phenomena of common interest (such 

as traffic conditions, air pollution, and 
noise in urban areas) over large geo-
graphic areas, exploiting the inherent 
mobility of sensing devices. By combin-
ing data from social networks, news, 
blogs, and other sources, the platform 
can create a generic city footprint that 
could guide solutions and technologies 
to help build smarter cities.

Platform architecture
Figure 1 shows our platform’s core 
architecture, which is based on the 
ISO4City indicators as well as a more 
granular (temporal, spatial) set of high-
resolution ISO4City indicators, which 

Figure 1. The platform architecture’s dataflow diagram. Personal IoT sources integrate data from sensors on citizen-owned smart 
devices. Additional customization and contextualization is offered through a filter that develops personalized high-resolution 

indicators. Personal data can also be anonymized to produce proxy indicators, which the indictor transformer uses to create high-
resolution ISO 37120 (or ISO4City) indicators.
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are used to create a real-time person-
alized dashboard for citizens and city 
planners.

The architecture can integrate data 
from several sources, arranged into 
four groups:

•	 statistical and municipal-informa-
tion-systems data—that is, data 
from existing information systems 
owned by the authorities;

•	municipal IoT data—that is, data 
provided by governmental, non-
governmental, or EU agencies 
that is continuously available or 
available in periodic reports, and 
data from sensors deployed by the 
city or owned by various vendors 
(such as data from mobile phone 
providers);

•	 social data—that is, data retrieved 
from social networks, blogs, newspa-
pers, or news aggregating portals; and

•	 personal data—that is, data from 
sensors owned by citizens (such as 
wearable sensors, smartphones, or 
in-vehicle sensors).

The data from municipal informa-
tion systems, municipal sensors, and 
social networks is used to measure 
proxy indicators of the ISO4City indi-
cators. A proxy indicator represents an 
indirect measure that approximates or 
is related to a phenomenon in the ab-
sence of a direct measure. Thus, proxy 
indicators, derived from real-time pro-
cesses, let us measure city indicators in 
greater detail.

Additional customization and con-
textualization is offered through a fil-
ter that uses the personal IoT sources 
to develop more personalized high- 
resolution indicators. The “personal IoT 
sources” component shown in Figure 1  
integrates data from personal IoT sen-
sors—that is, sensors in citizen-owned 
smart devices—and shares it with the  
platform. Personal data is then trans-
formed into personalized high- 
resolution indicators, either directly 
or through the anonymization process 
producing the proxy indicators. This 
personal IoT component enables easy 
development of new cartridges (data 

adapters) to support the integration of 
different classes of IoT devices. A discus-
sion of the privacy and security issues  
related to the integration of personal 
data appears elsewhere.15

The idea of increasing the resolution 
of existing indicators and introducing 
new (related) indicators has resulted in a 
3D discrete space (presented in Figure 2)  
with the following axes and discrete 
values:

•	 temporal: yearly, quarterly, monthly, 
weekly, daily, hourly, and real-time 
values;

•	 spatial (by area): values based on the 
city, district, street, or GPS location 
(latitude, longitude); and

•	 human (by population): values based 
on the city, region/municipality (1/10 
of the city population), neighbor-
hood (1/10 of the municipality popu-
lation), household, or person.

Thus, for the economic indicator 
“city’s unemployment rate,” we can 
consider, for example, the indicator 
“household unemployment rate in a 
district.” Or, instead of the energy in-
dicator, “total residential electrical en-
ergy use per capita,” we could define 
a new indicator, “monthly electrical 
energy use per household in a street.” 
Based on the proposed architecture, 
platform users obtain current informa-
tion at each city location per person for 
a particular indicator (or set of indica-
tors). Note that not all indicators have 
three dimensions. Moreover, some indi-
cators are well-defined only if measured 
annually and for the whole city. The set 
of high-resolution indicators is a base 
for near real-time monitoring of vital 
city processes.

Figure 3 shows the application layer 
architecture, which consists of an inte-
gration interface to the data gathering 
module (the ICT platform), the core in-
telligence reasoning logic (the reasoner), 
a security block for authentication, and 
a user interface (front end) accessed 
via web and mobile applications, web 
services, and secure services for edge 

Figure 2. The 3D space of ISO indicators. The space has three axes: temporal, spatial, 
and human, showing the contrast between “low-resolution” and “high-resolution” 
indicators.
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cloud and IoT integration. The “social 
networks integration” API connects 
citizens to social network accounts and 
ranks users based on their involvement 
in improving city services and quality 
of life. The API can share scores con-
tinuously (daily or weekly) and provide 
tips to enhance city services and quality 
of life, thus motivating and empower-
ing citizens to actively participate using 
the platform.

As Figure 3 shows, in the reasoner, 
the ontology model represents the  
semantic data model required for data-
to-indicators transformation and rea-
soning rules, which have resulted from 
our research into indicator resolution 
improvement and personalization. The 
indicator transformer basically orches-
trates the collection of data from vari-

ous interoperable services of the ICT 
platform and passes it through the fol-
lowing indicator services (as JavaScript 
Object Notation or Java objects):

•	The ISO4City indicators service 
processes the data and forwards it to 
users via the global and municipality 
dashboard.

•	The high-resolution indicators ser-
vice simply inherits the ISO indica-
tors and increases their resolution 
using additional citizen-generated 
data as well as semantic knowledge 
gained through systems reasoning—
that is, through the machine-learning 
approach.

•	The personalized indicators service 
integrates the citizen’s personal data 
(gathered directly from social net-

works or via the anonymization filter 
and data platform) to personalize the 
indicators data in accordance with 
the citizen’s personal preferences.

Transformed in this way, the data is 
available at the front end for different 
user types, such as citizens interested in 
details about their nearby environment, 
municipal leaders who are concerned 
with the scope of the city, and global 
and foreign users who might be inter-
ested in the general living conditions of 
the city or the city’s ranking.

a Feedback-Based Data-
acquisition Framework
As a result of open data access and open 
government partnership programs, 
there are several public datasets of 

Figure 3. The platform’s application layer architecture. The data is transformed by the indicator transformer, forwarded to the 
different groups of indicators, and then presented at the front end. The data anonymization filter is applied to the personal data.
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general public interest on the web that 
have at least a two-star rating for open 
data standardization. Global services, 
such as Facebook, Flickr, Foursquare, 
and weather forecast services, already 
provide structured Representational 
State Transfer (REST), but many data 
services offer nonstructured or semi-
structured data whose preprocessing is 
more complicated, so we need to pro-
vide natural language processing (NLP) 
methods and advanced data-crawling 
techniques.

Our platform lets crawlers and data 
acquisition modules search a verified set 
of public-data site locations and extract 
new information, or update previous 
records with fresh data, and save the 
information in a local relational data-
base. The local database is wrapped by 
high-level platforms (such D2RQ) for 
accessing relational databases as vir-
tual, read-only RDF graphs, increasing 
the level of open data standardization 
to a possible five-star rating by linking 
open data with other datasets using ap-
propriate ontologies. Linked open data, 
sensor network data, and data from so-
cial networks and blogs are all highly 
integrated in our prototype solution, re-
sulting in a context-aware realization 
of the necessities for an ideal personal 
assistant that could act as a daily city 
guide.

Depending on the local services data 
format, we implement either an HTML 
processor or a REST service processor 
(see Figure 4a). We use the HTML pro-
cessor (shown in red in Figure 4a) as 
a backup solution when REST services 
(shown in yellow) aren’t available. The 
HTML processor outputs a RESTful 
service (shown in purple) that takes 
care of any data format incompat-
ibilities. The intermediate REST layer  
provides endpoint interfaces to the real-
time data manager, which implements 
interdependent periodical (Cron) tasks 
invoking the endpoint data services, 
optimizing the schedule and order of 
execution. By triggering a new data re-
fresh, the real-time data manager saves 
the outdated information in a data log 
storage manager, which implements 
an interface for data persistence to the 
NoSQL database.

The intelligence in the framework 
is provided by the data log processing 
unit, which implements knowledge-
based decision-making algorithms 
accessing the indicators’ log saved in 
the data log storage manager. The al-
gorithm’s decision type then depends 
on the gathered data resolution: the 
decision can be user-aware, house-
hold-aware, neighborhood-aware, mu-
nicipality-aware, or city-aware. The 
generated decisions are sent to the per-

sonalized guide generator, which sends 
the appropriate decision to the appro-
priate subject.

Figure 4a presents feedback genera-
tion based on the data input sent to the 
local authorities in a form of action 
recommendation to improve the qual-
ity of life in a city based on the current 
habitants’ input, sensor-measurement 
data, social networks, and local in-
formation and blogs. Such real-time 
feedback helps local authorities and 
stakeholders assess and manage risks, 
make informed decisions, and better 
collaborate with citizens. Furthermore, 
the system can provide useful informa-
tion to users. For example, for someone 
planning a roadtrip, the system might 
merge the planned trip information 
with weather forecast and air quality 
data, consequently suggesting that the 
user bring an umbrella and take the 
route with the least air pollution.

Prototype
We have developed our prototype im-
plementation (see http://skopjeinfo.
b1.finki.ukim.mk) following open 
standards and using open source tech-
nologies on an enterprise software 
framework, available in the Java Spring 
platform (Spring MVC), as shown in 
Figure 4b. Spring beans and aspect ori-
ented programming (AOP) are suitable 

Figure 4. The feedback-based data-acquisition framework: the (a) system architecture and (b) Java implementation.
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for modular software development and 
for implementation of our smart city 
application.16 Spring services serve as 
a foundation for the indicator services 
offered via our prototype, and Spring 
controllers help integrate the informa-
tion for presentation on the dashboard. 
Spring XD is a project that enables fast 
development of data-driven applica-
tions (http://projects.spring.io/spring-
xd). It can be integrated with Project 
Reactor Streams, RxJava Observables, 
and Spark Streaming.

We used Spring XD to develop the 
data acquisition module. The data gath-
ered from processors is preprocessed 
using the Hadoop file system, which 
optimizes the large dataset analysis, en-
abling a distributed and scalable work-
ing environment. The data preprocess-
ing includes data redundancy removal, 
data filtering, data aggregation, and 
data simplification. The output is stored 
in a nonrelational database such as 
MongoDB, ideal for heterogeneous data  

objects. The indexing of the nonrela-
tional database is done using the Apache 
Lucene framework (https://lucene.
apache.org), a powerful open source so-
lution with advanced integration mecha-
nisms, thereby providing a scalable real-
time search module. 

We implemented our dashboard us-
ing novel client-side rendering Java-
Script-based technologies, such as React  
(https://facebook.github.io/react) and 
AngularJS (https://angularjs.org), and 
we added advanced UI charts made 
in D3JS (https://d3js.org) and added 
advanced chart drawing libraries. In 
some cases, we implemented data cach-
ing mechanisms to improve the applica-
tion response time and overall system 
performance.

We enabled the platform using exist-
ing public services in Skopje, Macedonia  
(see Figure 5). Several of the services 
are made available by the Faculty of 
Computer Science and Engineering at 
Saints Cyril and Methodius University 

of Skopje, including the Green Route 
application, which provides informa-
tion to travelers about the quickest,  
cheapest, and most environmentally 
friendly routes to destinations in the 
capital. It also shows real-time traffic 
congestion and air pollution (http://
skopjegreenroute.mk), using data taken 
from sensors installed by the city’s local 
authorities at the main road junctions 
and at the most congested traffic routes 
in the city. Air pollution data is gath-
ered from several air quality measure-
ment stations in Skopje, which measure 
CO, O3, NO2, PM2.5, and PM10. For 
visitors or tourists in search of more 
general information about Skopje, our 
prototype can retrieve information 
from the DBpedia SPARQL endpoint, 
applying the concept of linked open 
data to efficiently link related datasets. 
The prototype can also pull the weather 
data from local public forecast ser-
vices to provide forecasts and calculate 
the most efficient route given current 

Figure 5. Our prototype ISO-standardized smart city platform and dashboard.
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weather conditions. Because our pro-
totype can provide personalized data, 
use GPS locations, and present almost 
real-time feedback, it offers higher 
resolution indicators than current ISO 
indicators.

The prototype also offers employment 
data, pulled from an existing solution, 
PRVmk (http://prv.mk), implemented in 
partnership with the Agency of Employ-
ment of the Republic of Macedonia. 
PRVmk aggregates job advertisements 
in one place from all sources through-
out Macedonia, enabling a user-friendly 
mobile and web interface for job list-
ings. Currently, almost 10,000 active 
users are seeking employment through 
our application. PRVmk takes a user’s 
basic information and skills as input 
parameters and then outputs suggested 
active job advertisements.

Disaster risk reduction is also con-
sidered in our prototype with two 
separate applications—one for reports 
on natural disasters and another that 
provides accident and crime reports. 
In collaboration with Skopje’s Centre 
of Risk Management, we developed a 
public service that provides access to 
detailed information about dangerous 
events, including earthquakes, floods 
and fires, and potential hazards such 
as violent thunderstorms and heavy 
snowfalls (http://cuk.finki.ukim.mk). 
The system informs mobile application 
users in real time about potential and 
existing dangers.

In collaboration with the Ministry 
of Internal Affairs, we also developed a 
smart application that fetches informa-
tion from the documents published by 
the Ministry and classifies them into ap-
propriate event types, extracting meta-
data information from raw text using 
advanced NLP algorithms. It then pres-
ents the events on a Google map and 
classifies them as a traffic accident, rob-
bery, violent offense, drug-related event, 
and so on. Our platform also provides 
detailed statistics about the rate of event 
occurrence, grouped by regions or mu-
nicipalities, for different seasons of the 
year (http://crimemap.finki.ukim.mk).

Our platform can also help gather 
citizens’ input using the crowd-sourc-
ing platform, My Municipality (http://
moja-opstina.mk), an online tool pro-
vided by the United Nations Devel-
opment Programme (UNDP) and the 
Faculty of Computer Science and En-
gineering. It aims to gather opinions 
from citizens to help address and pri-
oritize local government issues. The 
social networks Flickr and Foursquare 
also take part in the dashboard, pro-
viding additional information. The 
Flickr API provides a gallery of the 
most popular photos taken at fre-
quently visited places in Skopje, while 
the Foursquare API is used to generate 
a real-time pulse heat-density map of 
visitors in public places.

By implementing the ISO 
37120 standard for city ser-
vices and quality of life, we 
have presented an ICT cloud 

architecture for a standardized smart-
city dashboard that enhances the ISO 
37120 standard in terms of new sub- or 
proxy indicators related to existing core 
indicators. In addition to web applica-
tions, in the future, we plan to develop 
mobile applications for the most popular 
platforms (Android, iPhone, and Win-
dows phone) as well as for advanced 
smart devices (such as smart watches 
and smart TV) that represent the user 
cloud and personal IoT block. These  
applications will not only bring the plat-
form closer to the citizen by adopting a 
personalized approach to the ISO 37120 
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standard but also allow citizens to share 
their sensor data, making the platform a 
powerful tool for improving city services 
and the quality of life. 
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